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Emily – new curriculum/SDGs etc.







Catherine and Abbie – office? 











EYFS 2021
New way of  assessing, moving away from data
To improve outcomes at age 5
Less recording 



There are 7 Areas of Learning in our Curriculum

Reception Baseline Assessment

• Counting

• Calculation

• Phonics

• Comprehension



Reading is VERY important to us all at North Worcester.

Literacy

Spend time reading 

with your child. 

Talk about the books 

you  are reading.

Look at the pictures.

Reading and sharing books at home. Your child will 

initially have two books per week. One is a bedtime 

book and the other is a non-text book.



• What is phonics? 

Phonics is a way of  teaching children to read quickly and skilfully. They are taught how to: 

• Recognise the sounds that each individual letter makes

• Articulate pure sounds, rather than letter names

• Each letter has a mnemomic – m = Down Maisie, then over the two mountains. Maisie, 
mountain, mountain



• Identify the sounds that different combinations

of  letters make – such as ‘sh’ and ‘oo’ (special friends)  

• Blend these sounds together from left to right to make a word.

We call this Fred Talk                                            Meet Fred frog!

Fred says C-a-t = cat

Sh-i-p = ship

• Children can then use this knowledge to segment and blend new words 
that they hear or see. This is the first important step in learning to read. 



• We teach the children to spell using magnetic letters and 
boards first and then Fred Fingers

• The children will sound out by pinching each finger in turn as 
they say each sound in the word.  For example, if  they were 
spelling the word ‘boat’, they would have three Fred Fingers 
and would say the sounds ‘b-oa-t’.

• Once the children have said the sounds, we do not get them to 
say the whole word again before they write because we want 
them to have the sounds remaining in their head, so they can 
remember them easily to write.



Reading books

Blending Books

Book Bag Books

Ditty Sheets

Ditty Books and 

Story Books 



Red and Green Words

Red words 

• Non-decodable

Green words

• Decodable and can be read using Fred Talk

These words are matched to the books children are reading



Mathematics • Develop a deep understanding of  

numbers to 10

• Subitise up to 5

• Recall numbers bonds to 5 and then 

10

• Count verbally beyond 20

• Compare quantities

• Represent patterns within numbers, 

including odds and evens and 

doubles facts



Communication and Language

Take it in turns to 

speak.

Look at the person who 

is talking. 

Being polite. 

Underpins all other 

learning.

Questions



Personal, Social and Emotional

• Children should begin to  regulate 

their own behaviour

• Try new things

• Work and play co-operatively



Physical Development

Develop 

fine and 

gross 

motor skills



Understanding of  the World
• Develop curiosity. 

• Ask and answer questions, ask 

more questions.

• Learn about the world around 

• them



Expressive Art and Design

• Create with materials

• Experiment with colour

• Sing and perform



Messages

Snack time 

• Free fruit provided. No snack needed                                      

Forest School

• Named wellies, named waterproof  in a 

named bag please. 

• Aiming for independence               

Morning set up

• If  possible, children to come straight into class leaving outdoor 
learning opportunities set up as intended



Thank
you!


